The temporal bounding problem is that of finding the beginning and ending times of a temporal interval during which an assertion holds. Existing approaches to temporal bounding have assumed the provision of a reference document from which to extract temporal bounds. We argue that a real-world setting does not include a reference document and that an information retrieval step is often required in order to locate documents containing candidate beginning and end times. We call this task "Information Retrieval for Temporal Bounding". This paper defines the task and discusses suitable evaluation metrics, as well as demonstrating the task's difficulty using a reference dataset.
INTRODUCTION
The use of the temporal information in information retrieval is of increasing interest to researchers [1] . It promises enhanced search quality and is of great utility in language processing tasks that rely on selecting documents from large collections [3, 6, 12] .
One may achieve a coarse ordering and clustering of documents based on document creation or publication time, but the temporal context of many events and pieces of information contained in a document can differ significantly from that time. Therefore, understanding the temporal structures inside a discourse is key to improving result quality and to achieving effective temporal search.
The temporal delimitation of any assertion is of great importance, for the assertion is true only inside these bounds. All empirical assertions are bound in time -even the observation that "the sky is blue" has a beginning and an end. We call the task of delimiting assertions in time temporal bounding.
While document timestamps provide explicit, machine-readable dates relevant to assertions, these document creation and publication dates are not applicable to much of the document's content.
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The context for temporal bounding is often a corpus of thousands to millions of documents. Systems cannot look within each of these documents to determine temporal bounds. Therefore, information retrieval is used as a critical first step for reducing this search space. This task is information retrieval for temporal bounding (IR4TB).
TASK DEFINITION
Given an assertion, IR4TB of texts from a larger corpus that provide information concerning the beginning or end times of the interval during which the assertion holds. Many forms of expression contain information or partial information useful for constraining temporal bounds. For the purpose of this task, we call these expressions temporal descriptions (TDs). In many cases bounds are not explicitly stated but may need to be inferred from what is present in [7] .
For example, given the assertion "USA" is-lead-by "Barack Obama", the text "Barack Obama was inaugurated in January '09" contains a TD. We also consider temporal inference, i.e., chains of events within and across documents. So, given the assertion "Bill Gates" is-married-to "Melinda", if our corpus contains "Bill Gates graduated in 1982" and "Bill married Melinda after he graduated", then both texts bear TDs.
IR4TB may be viewed as the inverse of conventional temporal IR. Where one might see typical temporal IR as the retrieval of assertions given a temporal constraint, in the IR4TB scenario, one retrieves temporal constraints given an assertion.
RELATED WORK
Specific information extraction tasks which require temporal information include question answering and knowledge-base population. In question answering, systems attempt to answer natural language questions. Information retrieval is used to select potential answer-bearing documents. Generating good IR results for question answering has been a research goal for some time and still contains important challenges [5] . In temporal QA, Saquete et al. [9] found their information retrieval system's temporal capabilities lacking, and introduced a post-processing layer specifically to handle temporal information through filtering retrieved results.
Knowledge base population (KBP) involves extracting attribute values from a document collection, given a set of entities. IR is used to find documents that may contain information about values of entity-attribute pairs. In 2011, a temporal bounding subtask was added to the TAC shared KBP challenge, determining start and end times of the values for these attribute-entity pairs [6, 4] .
EVALUATION METRICS
A text useful for temporally bounding an assertion is one that contains at least one relevant TD. Coverage and redundancy, metrics used for evaluating information retrieval for question answering [8] , are also useful for the temporal bounding task. Given a set of assertions, coverage is the proportion of assertions that have at least one relevant TD-bearing document in the results set. Redundancy is the mean number of relevant TD-bearing documents conveying the same temporal bound information, per assertion.
Spurious results should incur a penalty. We use precision for this purpose. In the context of temporal bounding, we define precision as the proportion of texts returned by a query which contain a relevant TD. E.g., if a system returns 50 results for an assertion and 12 contain relevant TDs, the precision is 0.24.
Regarding extrinsic evaluation, one may see Amigó et al.'s metric [2] for temporal bounding systems, which evaluates systems in terms of vagueness and over-constraint.
TRIAL APPROACH
The TAC KBP data [6] includes a 1.8 million document mixedgenre collection. This is accompanied by gold-standard temporal bound information, listing a set of assertions as entity-relationvalue triples each with dates specifying the bounds of the assertion, and a reference document for each assertion. Though each of these dates may be from different documents, in this dataset the same document is given for all bounds per assertion.
The merged test and training data contains 295 assertions. Only one TD-bearing document is given for each assertion, so we can only measure the minimum temporal bounding coverage of an information retrieval system, and cannot measure redundancy.
We indexed the data with Lucene. Queries comprised an entity name, and one of its attributes' values, as phrases. Table 1 shows that precision falls rapidly before coverage becomes acceptable.
To explore the effect of textual proximity to dates, we annotated temporal expressions in the source data using HeidelTime [10] and then refined our queries to prefer documents where the target entity's name occurs within ten tokens of a temporal expression. The latter section of Table 1 shows the results of this exercise, indicating the resilience of the problem to naïve approaches.
CONCLUSION
This paper defines a new task: information retrieval for temporal bounding. We have described the types of information that a system should retrieve and provided metrics for evaluating an IR system in the context of temporal bounding. The problem we outline is complex and difficult and involves challenging research opportunities in both information retrieval and natural language processing.
